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Abstract
The authors analyze to what extent and how the tax burden should be shifted towards top income earners in order to reduce income inequality. Starting from Lambert and Aronson (Inequality decomposition analysis and the Gini coefficient revisited 1993) and Alvaredo (A note on the relationship between top income shares and the Gini coefficient 2011) decomposition by income groups, they prove that for three types of revenue-neutral linear personal income tax reforms (PIT) based on Pfähler (1984) the redistributive effect is always higher than before the reform; and when the size of the rich group is sufficiently small (e.g. 1%), the best option is allocating tax changes proportionally to net income, and the worst doing it proportionally to tax liabilities. An empirical illustration of the theoretical results is provided using micro data from the Spanish PIT.
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1 Introduction

During the last decade, research in income inequality has paid special attention to top income earners. The publication of the thought-provoking book by Piketty (2014) has encouraged public debate by showing how in developed countries wealth has become concentrated in a very small proportion of citizens. As Atkinson et al. (2011) highlighted, the top percentile income share has more than doubled in the last decades (from less than 10 percent in the 1970s to over 20 percent in recent years). This trend is particularly noticeable in the United States, but it is also present in many other countries worldwide, including Southern European countries. The case of Spain is striking, since it shows one of the greatest rises in this concentration and also of income inequality in the European Union.

At the same time, top marginal tax rates on upper income earners have declined sharply in many OECD countries, particularly in Anglo-Saxon countries (Piketty et al., 2014), even though it is true that during the Great Recession a number of countries have approved tax hikes trying to halt the drop in public revenues (Fürster et al., 2014). Discussions are still open on the relationship between the increase of the income share of the richest and the level at which they should be taxed1.

A recurrent idea in the public debate is the possibility of shifting part of the tax burden from lower and middle incomes to high incomes. Leaving aside the efficiency effects, one of the first relevant questions to analyse is the redistributive potential that the mentioned tax shift may have: even in a revenue-neutral reform, and accepting no behavioural responses, shifting part of the tax burden of the Personal Income Tax (PIT) towards the top income earners (e.g. the top 1% usually mentioned in these discussions) has obviously effects on the global progressivity of the tax, and consequently on its redistributive effect. Nevertheless, even though this effect is pursued with these reforms, it is necessary to assess their limits and their impact on the reduction of income inequality. It is obvious that arguments of confiscatory taxation and efficiency will limit the concentration of a relevant part of the tax burden on the top income earners. As far as we know, there is only some empirical evidence based in simulation exercises (Gale, Kearny and Orszag, 2015), but without a theoretical framework that incorporates the main underlying relations between tax progressivity, tax burden, and income distribution.

In relation to the previous argument a second question to analyse is the most convenient way of allocating individually the tax increase to the ‘rich’ and the corresponding tax decrease to the ‘poor’. The way in which we implement the reform affects the structural progressivity of the tax and consequently its ability to reduce net income inequality, so it is necessary to analyse the implications of each possible alternative.

The aim of this paper is to analyse the two aforementioned questions. We offer a theoretical framework which extends the decomposition of the Reynolds and Smolensky (1977) redistribution index between progressivity and average tax rate proposed by Kakwani (1977), using the decomposition by income groups proposed by Lambert and Aronson (1993) and the

---

1 An example of this can be seen in the ongoing tax debate in the media and social networks launched by Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, the newly-elected US congresswoman who calls for a 70% marginal tax rate on incomes over $10 million. An interesting academic vision of this proposal can be seen in the recent opinion article published in The New York Times by Emmanuel Saez and Gabriel Zucman (Saez and Zucman, 2019).
relationship between top income shares and the Gini coefficient established by Alvaredo (2011). In order to analyse the alternatives for reforming the PIT with the aim of increasing its redistributive effect through a higher level of progressivity on the top income earners, we consider the linear tax reform alternatives studied in Pfähler (1984), both for implementing tax cuts and tax increases. The neutral local progressivity properties of this kind of PIT reforms à la Pfähler (1984) allow us to obtain several relevant results about top income taxation.

As an illustration of the theoretical results we evaluate the different reform types using microdata from the 2011 Spanish PIT Return Sample disseminated by the Spanish Institute for Fiscal Studies (Instituto de Estudios Fiscales, IEF) and the Spanish Tax Agency (Agencia Estatal de Administración Tributaria, AEAT). In order to carry out this exercise we use a stylized transformation of the Spanish PIT so that tax liabilities depend only on gross income, without taking into account any non-income attribute, but keeping the revenue and redistributive effect of the actual tax unchanged.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the second section, we introduce the theoretical framework used to decompose global progressivity and redistributive effect by income groups. The third section presents the linear reforms of progressive PITs considered in our analysis, and the theoretical results of the paper. The fourth section offers some considerations on the real-world implementation of the tax reforms analysed. In the fifth section, we show an empirical illustration using Spanish PIT microdata, including a brief presentation of the data and the results of the microsimulation exercises carried out. The sixth section concludes.

2 Theoretical framework

2.1 Decomposing global PIT progressivity and redistributive effect by income level groups

In order to decompose the redistributive effect among different groups we can take as a starting point the expression proposed by Lambert and Aronson (1993) to split the Gini index ($G_Y$) for $h$ groups of population:

$$G_Y = G^B_Y + \sum_h p_h s_{Yh} G_{Yh} + R$$

(1)

where $G^B_Y$ is a between-groups component, that expresses the inequality among the $h$ groups assuming that all individuals within each group hold the same income $\mu_{Yh}$, and $\sum_h p_h s_{Yh} G_{Yh}$ is the within-groups component that is calculated as the sum of the inequality indices within each group weighted by their share in the total population ($p_h = N_h / N$) and total income ($s_{Yh} = Y_h / Y$). Finally $R$ represents an extra term to make the decomposition work when the subgroup income ranges overlap, to the extent that, as a general rule, the Gini coefficient fails to decompose additively into between and within-group components.$^2$

---

$^2$ See Lambert (2001:114) for some interpretations of R term.
As a specific case of (1), Alvaredo (2011) proposes an expression for the Gini index that takes into account the existence of two groups only differentiated by their income level (group ‘99’, composed of the first 99 centiles of individuals, and group ‘100’ for the remaining top 1%):

\[
G_Y = (s_Y - p) + (1 - p)(1 - s_Y)G_Y^{99} + ps_YG_Y^{100}
\]  

(2)

where \(p\) represents the population share of group 100 (i.e. 0.01) and \(s_Y\) is the share of gross income held by that group. Complementarily, \((1 - p)\) is the population share of group 99 (0.99) and \(1 - s_Y\) the gross income share of that group. \(G_Y^{99}\) and \(G_Y^{100}\) are the Gini indices of gross income within each group. Now, \(s_Y - p\) is the ‘between’ component, while the rest of expression (2) contains the two ‘within’ components. In this partition there is no overlapping effect.

Let \(G_{Y-T}\) the net (after the tax \(T\)) income inequality. Rearranging terms we can write the Reynolds-Smolensky (1977) redistribution index (\(\Pi_{RS}\)) as follows:

\[
\Pi_{RS} = G_Y - G_{Y-T} = (s_Y - s_{Y-T}) + (1 - p)(1 - s_Y)\Pi_{RS}^{99} + ps_Y\Pi_{RS}^{100} -
\]

\[
(s_Y - s_{Y-T})[(1 - p)G_{Y-T}^{99} + pG_{Y-T}^{100}]
\]

(3)

where \(s_{Y-T}\) is the proportion of net income accumulated by group 100 and \(\Pi_{RS}^{99}\) and \(\Pi_{RS}^{100}\) are the Reynolds-Smolensky indices for groups 99 and 100 respectively. We assume that the tax applied has a structure \(T = t(y)\) where tax liability \(T\) only depends (positively) on income, and that its application does not produce re-ranking. Overall redistribution in (3) can be then understood as the sum of a ‘between effect’ \((s_Y - s_{Y-T})\), two weighted ‘within effects’ \((1 - p)(1 - s_Y)\Pi_{RS}^{99}\) and \(s_Y\Pi_{RS}^{100}\) and an ‘interaction term’ \(-((s_Y - s_{Y-T})[(1 - p)G_{Y-T}^{99} + pG_{Y-T}^{100}]\).

We can further develop (3) to embed the interaction term into the within terms, as follows:

\[
\Pi_{RS} = (s_Y - s_{Y-T}) + (1 - p)[(1 - s_Y)G_Y^{99} - (1 - s_{Y-T})G_{Y-T}^{99}] + p[s_YG_Y^{100} - s_{Y-T}G_{Y-T}^{100}]
\]  

(4)

where now the new within effects are expressed in terms of pseudo-Reynolds-Smolensky indices.

Additionally, applying the Kakwani (1977) decomposition we can explain Equation (4) combining revenue and progressivity effects (the latter measured by the Kakwani progressivity index, \(\Pi^K\)), as follows:

\[
\Pi_{RS} = \frac{t}{1-t}[(s_T - s_Y) + (1 - p)[(1 - s_T)G_T^{99} - (1 - s_T)G_Y^{99}] + p(G_T^{100}s_T - G^T_Y^{100}s_Y)]
\]  

(5)

where \(t\) is the global average tax rate, \(G_T^{99}\) and \(G_T^{100}\) are the Gini indices of tax liabilities, and the within effects are now expressed in terms of pseudo-Kakwani progressivity indices.

---

3 The Kakwani progressivity index is defined as \(\Pi^K = G_T - G_Y\). Since \(T\) is only a function of \(y\), there is no re-ranking effect in terms of net (after-tax) income, therefore the Gini and concentration index of tax liabilities coincide.
2.2 Linear reforms of progressive PITs

A reform of a progressive personal income tax $T^{(1)}(y)$ that implies an increase or a reduction of the tax burden ($\pm \lambda$) for all taxpayers can be treated as a linear transformation of the original tax. The new tax $T^{(2)}(y)$ will raise a total revenue of $T^{(2)} = (1 \pm \lambda)T^{(1)}$. Following Pfähler (1984) there are three types of relevant linear tax reforms ($j = \{a, b, c\}$) neutral in relation to different local progressivity measures.4

(i) The reduction (increase) of each taxpayer’s tax liability is a constant fraction $\alpha$ of the original tax liability, $T_a^{(2)}(y) = (1 \pm \alpha)T^{(1)}(y)$, where $\alpha = \lambda$, and the liability progression is kept constant.

(ii) The reduction (increase) of each taxpayer’s tax liability is a constant fraction $\beta$ of the original net income, $T_b^{(2)}(y) = T^{(1)}(y) \pm \beta[y - T^{(1)}(y)]$, where $\beta = \lambda T^{(1)}/[Y - T^{(1)}]$, and the residual progression is kept constant.

(iii) The reduction (increase) of each taxpayer’s tax liability is a constant fraction $\gamma$ of gross income, $T_c^{(2)}(y) = T^{(1)}(y) \pm \gamma y$, where $\gamma = \lambda T^{(1)}/Y$, and the average rate progression is kept constant.

For the same revenue change it results that $\gamma = \alpha \bar{t} = \beta (1 - \bar{t})$, where $\bar{t}$ is the average effective rate of the original tax, $\bar{t} = T^{(1)}/Y$.

According to Pfähler (1984) and the well-known identity in terms of Lorenz curves $L_Y \equiv (1 - \bar{t})L_{Y-T(Y)} + \bar{t}L_T$, we can sort reforms $a$, $b$ and $c$ according to their global redistribution and progressivity. Formally, in redistributive terms, the following order is obtained (from lower to higher inequality):

$$L_{Y-T(Y)}^a > L_{Y-T(Y)}^c > L_{Y-T(Y)}^b > L_Y$$ (6)

For tax increases (denoted with ') the ranking is the opposite:

$$L_{Y-T(Y)}^{2a'} > L_{Y-T(Y)}^{2c'} > L_{Y-T(Y)}^{2b'} = L_Y^{1}$$ (7)

In terms of progressivity the order for tax reductions will be (from lower to higher):

$$L_Y > L_{T(Y)}^1 = L_{T(Y)}^{2a} > L_{T(Y)}^{2c} > L_{T(Y)}^{2b}$$ (8)

For tax increases the ranking is again the opposite:

$$L_Y > L_{T(Y)}^{2b'} > L_{T(Y)}^{2c'} > L_{T(Y)}^{2a'} = L_Y^1$$ (9)

---

4 See Musgrave and Thin (1948) for definitions of these measures of progression.
3 Shifting tax burden to top income earners through yield-equivalent linear PIT reforms

Keeping in mind the class of reforms explained above, we can define a generic revenue-neutral reform of the PIT so that the revenue obtained from the 99% poorest taxpayers is reduced in a fraction $\lambda$ which is now shifted to the 1% richest taxpayers, i.e. $T^{(2)} = (1 - \lambda)T^{99(1)} + T^{100(1)} + \lambda T^{99(1)}$. Alternatively, the revenue shifted can be expressed as a fraction $\ell$ of total revenue ($\ell T^{(1)}$) so that $T^{(2)} = (1 - s_T - \ell)T^{(1)} + (s_T + \ell)T^{(1)}$.

Now the relevant question is how this shift of $\ell$ from the ‘poor’ to the ‘rich’ changes the total redistributive effect of the PIT. This can be done in an infinite number of ways, but we can limit the reform to the three types of linear changes explained before, which can be implemented in nine different ways (the combination of $a$, $b$ and $c$ in the tax reduction of group ‘99’ and in the increase of group ‘100’). To evaluate these reforms in redistributive terms we apply the results of Equations (6) and (7) to Equation (3), and we see that:

(i) The between effect $s_Y - s_{Y-\ell}$ is positive in the nine reforms, because the tax increase for group 100 makes its net income share $(s_Y - T)$ smaller and therefore $s_Y - s_{Y-\ell}$ larger.

(ii) Following Equation (6) the within effect of group 99 $((1 - p)(1 - s_Y)\Pi^{99}_{RS})$ will be unchanged (reform $b$) or will decrease (reforms $a$ and $c$).

(iii) Following Equation (7) the within effect of group 100 $(ps_Y\Pi^{100}_{RS})$ will be unchanged (reform $b$) or will increase (reforms $a$ and $c$).

(iv) The change in the interaction term $-(s_Y - s_{Y-\ell})[(1 - p)G_{99}^{\ell - T} + pG_{100}^{100}]$ is always negative since all their factors are positive and its product is preceded by a minus sign.

(v) This implies an a priori ambiguous result in the nine possible combinations. However it is possible to obtain unambiguous conclusions for the three cases in which we apply the same type of reforms to both groups, namely, reforms $aa'$, $bb'$ and $cc'$.

**Proposition 1.** Let $aa'$, $bb'$ and $cc'$ be three alternative yield-equivalent reforms of the progressive tax $T = t(y)$ that reduce all tax liabilities in group 99 proportionally to, respectively, their original tax liabilities ($a$), original net income ($b$), and original gross income ($c$), and increase all tax liabilities in group 100 proportionally to, respectively, their original tax liability ($a'$), original net income ($b'$), and original gross income ($c$), all of them will increase the global redistributive effect.

**Proof (for $aa'$).** According to Equations (8) and (9) we know that the Gini indices of the initial tax liabilities for both groups are not affected by the reform. Expressing Equation (5) in terms of the fraction $\ell$ of total revenue we can write the global redistributive effect of the new tax ($\Pi^{RS(2aa')}_{RS}$) as:

$$
\Pi^{RS(2aa')}_{RS} = \frac{T}{1 - T} \left[ (s_T + \ell - s_T) + (1 - p) \left( G_{99}^{99(1)}(1 - s_T - \ell) - G_{99}^{99(1)}(1 - s_T) \right) \right] + p \left( G_{100}^{100(1)}(s_T + \ell) - G_{100}^{100(1)} s_T \right)
$$

(10)

Isolating $\Pi^{RS(1)}$ in (10) we obtain:
\[ \Pi^{RS(2aa')} = \Pi^{RS(1)} + \frac{\ell}{1-t} \{ 1 - (1 - p)G_T^{99(1)} + pG_T^{100(1)} \} \]  

(11)

It is straightforward to show that \( \Pi^{RS(2aa')} > \Pi^{RS(1)} \), since \( \frac{\ell}{1-t} > 0 \), \( 1 - (1 - p)G_T^{99(1)} > 0 \) and \( +pG_T^{100(1)} > 0 \).

**Proof (for bb').** According to Equations (6) and (7) we know that the initial Gini indices of net income for both groups are not affected by the reform. We also know that the new liability share of group 100 is \( s_T + \ell \), so we can express their new net income share as \( s_T + \ell \).

Therefore using Equation (4) we can write the global redistributive effect of the new tax \( (\Pi^{RS(2bb')}) \) as:

\[ \Pi^{RS(2bb')} = \Pi^{RS(1)} + \frac{\ell}{1-t} \{ 1 - (1 - p)G_T^{99(1)} + pG_T^{100(1)} \} \]  

(12)

Isolating \( \Pi^{RS(1)} \) in (12) we obtain:

\[ \Pi^{RS(2bb')} = \Pi^{RS(1)} + \frac{\ell}{1-t} \{ 1 - (1 - p)G_T^{99(1)} + pG_T^{100(1)} \} \]  

(13)

Since \( \frac{\ell}{1-t} > 0 \), \( 1 - (1 - p)G_T^{99(1)} > 0 \) and \( +pG_T^{100(1)} > 0 \), the condition \( \Pi^{RS(2bb')} > \Pi^{RS(1)} \) is fulfilled.

**Proof (for cc').** Following Rietveld (1990) we can express the Gini index of the new tax liability as the weighted sum of the Gini index of the original tax liability \( (G_T^{100(1)}) \) plus the Gini index of the tax increase, which equals the Gini index of gross income \( (G_Y) \):

\[ G_T^{100(2cc')} = \frac{s_T}{s_T + \ell} G_T^{100(1)} + \frac{\ell}{s_T + \ell} G_Y \]  

(14)

Applying the same rule to group 99 we have:

\[ G_T^{99(2cc')} = \frac{(1-s_T)}{(1-s_T - \ell)} G_T^{99(1)} - \frac{\ell}{(1-s_T - \ell)} G_Y \]  

(15)

Replacing Equations (14) and (15) in Equation (5) we get:

\[ \Pi^{RS} = \frac{\ell}{1-t} \left\{ (s_T + \ell - s_T) + (1 - p) \left[ (1 - s_T)G_T^{99(1)} - \ell G_T^{99(1)} - (1 - s_T) \right] + p \left[ (s_T G_T^{100(1)} + \ell G_Y) - G_Y^{100(1)} s_T \right] \right\} \]  

(16)

Isolating \( \Pi^{RS(1)} \) in (16) we obtain:

\[ \Pi^{RS(2cc')} = \Pi^{RS(1)} + \frac{\ell}{1-t} \{ 1 - (1 - p)G_Y^{99} + pG_Y^{100} \} \]  

(17)

Once more, it is straightforward to show that \( \Pi^{RS(2cc')} > \Pi^{RS(1)} \), since \( \frac{\ell}{1-t} > 0 \), \( 1 - (1 - p)G_Y > 0 \) and \( +pG_Y > 0 \).
Proposition 2. Let $aa'$, $bb'$ and $cc'$ be three yield-equivalent reforms that reduce all tax liabilities in group 99 and increase all tax liabilities in group 100 at the same rate $\ell$, and share this rate proportionally to, respectively, their original tax liability, original net income and gross income, their ranking in terms of redistribution is ambiguous.

Proof. Consider that gross income in group 99 is distributed equally among all individuals. In this case $GY_{99} = GT_{99} = GY-T_{99} = 0$, so Equations (11), (13) and (17) will be:

$$\Pi_{RS}(2aa') = \Pi_{RS}(1) + \frac{t}{1-t} \ell \{1 + pGT_{99}\}$$

(18)

$$\Pi_{RS}(2bb') = \Pi_{RS}(1) + \frac{t}{1-t} \ell \{1 + pGY_{99}\}$$

(19)

$$\Pi_{RS}(2cc') = \Pi_{RS}(1) + \frac{t}{1-t} \ell \{1 + pGY_{100}\}$$

(20)

Since $G_{T}^{100} > G_{T}^{99} > G_{Y-T}^{99}$, then $\Pi_{RS}(2aa') > \Pi_{RS}(2cc') > \Pi_{RS}(2bb')$.

Consider now that gross income in group 100 is distributed equally among all individuals. In this case $G_{T}^{100} = G_{T}^{100} = G_{Y-T}^{100} = 0$, so Equations (11), (13) and (17) will be:

$$\Pi_{RS}(2aa') = \Pi_{RS}(1) + \frac{t}{1-t} \ell \{1 - (1-p)GT_{99}\}$$

(21)

$$\Pi_{RS}(2bb') = \Pi_{RS}(1) + \frac{t}{1-t} \ell \{1 - (1-p)GY_{99}\}$$

(22)

$$\Pi_{RS}(2cc') = \Pi_{RS}(1) + \frac{t}{1-t} \ell \{1 - (1-p)GY_{100}\}$$

(23)

Since $G_{T}^{99} > G_{T}^{99} > G_{Y-T}^{99}$, then $\Pi_{RS}(2aa') < \Pi_{RS}(2cc') < \Pi_{RS}(2bb')$.

Given that these two cases give opposite results, the ranking of the three reforms in redistribution terms is generally ambiguous. Therefore, the relative order among the three tax reform alternatives remains an empirical issue.

Proposition 3. For asymmetric partitions of the population where $p \to 0$ the following order is fulfilled: $\Pi_{RS}(2bb') > \Pi_{RS}(2cc') > \Pi_{RS}(2aa')$.

Proof. Applying $p \to 0$ to Equations (11), (13) and (17) we obtain:

$$\lim_{p \to 0} \Pi_{RS}(2aa') = \Pi_{RS}(1) + \frac{t}{1-t} \ell \{1 - G_{T}^{99(1)}\}$$

(24)

$$\lim_{p \to 0} \Pi_{RS}(2bb') = \Pi_{RS}(1) + \frac{t}{1-t} \ell \{1 - G_{Y-T}^{99(1)}\}$$

(25)

$$\lim_{p \to 0} \Pi_{RS}(2cc') = \Pi_{RS}(1) + \frac{t}{1-t} \ell \{1 - G_{Y}^{99(1)}\}$$

(26)

Since $G_{T}^{99} > G_{T}^{99} > G_{Y-T}^{99}$, then $\Pi_{RS}(2bb') > \Pi_{RS}(2cc') > \Pi_{RS}(2aa')$.
4 Implementing linear tax reforms in the real world

As presented in Section 2.2, the three types of linear tax reforms \( j = \{ a, b, c \} \) proposed by Pfähler (1984) are originally defined in terms of tax liabilities, \( T_j(2)(y) \), or in other words, in terms of average tax rates (dividing tax liabilities by the respective incomes). Since actual taxes are usually defined in terms of marginal tax rates, the application of these results to a real-world tax system requires additional conditions.

First, any of the tax reform alternatives considered should not cause re-ranking, in terms of net income, between an individual of the group affected by the tax hike and an individual of the group benefited from the tax cut. This may happen in the theoretical framework used here: if we choose two individuals sufficiently close to the income limit \( y^* \) that divides the two groups, one above and one below, the net income of the richer may fall below the net income of the poorer, therefore producing re-ranking.

For the non-re-ranking condition to be fulfilled, it is enough that the tax reforms can be redefined in marginal terms. This allows maintaining the results obtained in Pfähler (1984) and, consequently, those achieved in this paper. If the linear reforms (i), (ii) and (iii), expressed in terms of tax liability, are derived with respect to income, we obtain, (i') \( t'(a)(2)(y) = (1 \pm \alpha) t'(1), \forall y > 0 \); (ii') \( t'(b)(2)(y) = t'(1) \pm \beta \left[ 1 - t'(1) \right], \forall y > 0 \); (iii') \( t'(c)(2)(y) = t'(1) \pm \gamma, \forall y > 0 \), where \( t'(1) \) and \( t'(a)(2) \) are the marginal tax rates before and after the reform, respectively. It can be seen that the characterizing parameters \( (\alpha, \beta, \gamma) \) remain unchanged when a marginal approach is adopted. By applying definitions (i'), (ii') and (iii') to the marginal tax rates corresponding to the different brackets of the pre-reform tax schedule, we can calculate the new marginal tax rates post-reform.

Nevertheless, in order to guarantee that the required non-re-ranking condition between groups is met, it is necessary that after the reform a single tax schedule is applied. This can be achieved by treating differently the marginal rates below and above threshold \( y^* \). On one hand, all pre-reform marginal rates up to \( y^* \) must be reduced according to the option chosen. On the other hand, all pre-reform marginal rates applicable to income above that limit must be increased according to the same option. It is clear, however, that a multi-bracket tax schedule like this forces to readjust the value of the linear parameters to ensure the target level of revenue collection.

5 An empirical illustration using Spanish PIT microdata

To illustrate the results of the previous sections we use 2011 Spanish PIT microdata to simulate the three linear tax reforms considered in the theoretical analysis: \( aa' \) (changes proportional to tax liability), \( bb' \) (changes proportional to net income) and \( cc' \) (changes proportional to gross income). In particular we use the 2011 Spanish PIT Return Sample disseminated by the Spanish Institute for Fiscal Studies (Instituto de Estudios Fiscales, IEF) and the Spanish Tax Agency (Agencia Estatal de Administración Tributaria, AEAT) which contains more than 2 million
observations representative of more than 19 million tax returns.\(^5\) Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of the microdata regarding gross income.

In order to assess the reforms we cannot use the 2011 Spanish PIT as a reference, since like any other real income tax it does not fit the \(T = t(y)\) model, because tax liabilities depend not only on income but also on other variables (income type, age, personal and family characteristics, region, tax incentives, etc.). In order to stay as close as possible to the real tax we simulate a stylized tax \(T = t(y)\) with the same revenue and redistribution impact as the tax actually applied in 2011. To ensure that average rates are also distributed in a similar way we keep the basic structure of the real tax, i.e. \(T = t(y) = f(y - d(y)) - c(y)\), where \(f()\) represents the tax schedule, \(d(y)\) are tax deductions and \(c(y)\) tax credits. All these parameters depend only on total income or are constant. In particular, in our microsimulation exercise \(f()\) is the real tax schedule applied in 2011 to ‘general income’ (Spanish PIT also incorporates a different schedule for ‘savings income’), while \(d(y)\) has a fixed part and a part that is proportional to income (but with a fixed limit), and \(c(y)\) is constant (but limited to ensure that \(T \geq 0\)). All these values try to reproduce the real variability originated by tax treatments based on non-income attributes. Table 2 shows the final parameters chosen.

Taking this stylized tax as a starting point we simulate the three types of reform (\(a'\), \(b'\) and \(c'\)) for several values of \(\ell\). We start by \(\ell = 0.01\) (i.e. we shift 1\% of the overall revenue from group 99 to group 100) and keep increasing this value (in steps of 0.01) while the effective average tax rate of group 100 is lower than 0.50 (this happens when \(\ell = 0.09\), where the effective tax rate is 0.4913). Although these simulations are only an illustration of the previous theoretical developments, we understand that this may be a reasonable limit for the average tax rate of that group. Table A.1 in the Appendix shows all the shares, rates and Gini and concentration indices calculated in the simulations. Figure 1 summarizes graphically the overall progressivity and redistributive effect of all the reforms simulated.

This figure confirms empirically the results of Proposition 1: all the reforms are more redistributive than the original tax. Furthermore, it shows that the ranking from more to less

---

### Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the 2011 Spanish PIT microdata

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Group 99</th>
<th>Group 100</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td>1,885,082</td>
<td>146,495</td>
<td>2,031,577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population represented</td>
<td>19,235,740</td>
<td>194,300</td>
<td>19,430,040</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total (€)              | 409,096,697,360  | 39,226,087,286  | 448,322,784,646 |
| Average (€)            | 21,268           | 201,885         | 23,074          |
| Gross income Standard dv. (€) | 15,461        | 557,243         | 60,537          |
| Minimum (€)            | 0                | 102,063         | 0               |
| Maximum (€)            | 102,063          | 96,182,743      | 96,182,743      |
| Gini index             | 0.37659546       | 0.35587053      | 0.41801533      |

*Source:* Own elaboration from 2011 Spanish PIT Return Sample provided by AEAT and IEF.

---

\(^5\) This specific sample is officially named Muestra IRPF 20011 IEF-AEAT (Declarantes). Detailed information on the database can be found in Pérez *et al.* (2014).
### Table 2: Design parameters of the stylized tax equivalent to the 2011 Spanish PIT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Taxable Income (EUR) – Marginal Rate</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f(·)$</td>
<td>0 - 17707.20</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17707.20 - 33007.20</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33007.20 - 53407.20</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>53407.20 - 120000.20</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120000.20 - 175000.20</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; 175000.20</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Progressive tax schedule applied to ‘general income’ in 2011.

| $d(·)$    | $\min(2500 + \min(1.372186y, 50000), y)$ | EUR 2,500, plus 13.72186% of gross income with a limit of EUR 50,000. The deduction cannot be higher than gross income. |

| $c(·)$    | $\min(1591, f(y - d(y)))$ | EUR 1,591 with the limit of the gross tax liability previously calculated |

Source: Own elaboration.

### Figure 1: Progressivity and redistribution of the PIT reforms

Source: Own elaboration using the 2011 Spanish PIT Return Sample provided by AEAT and IEF.
redistributive is $bb', cc', aa'$, what is consistent with Proposition 3 (which is obtained under the assumption $\lim p \to 0$). In our illustration, this result is fulfilled for $p = 0.01$. Nevertheless, determining the value of $p$ is an empirical issue, not implying that the result has to be very close to zero.

However, it can be seen that the distance between $aa'$ and $cc'$ is much higher than between $cc'$ and $bb'$, which is related to the higher distance between $G_T$ and $G_Y$ than between $G_Y$ and $G_{Y-T}$, as can be easily deduced from Kakwani (1977). We also see that within each reform type the redistributive effect rises as $\ell$ increases, which is a direct consequence of Equations (11), (13) and (17).

Figure 2 shows the decomposition of the redistributive effect using Equation (3). We see that in all the reforms the ‘between’ effect increases while the ‘interaction’ effect decreases. Both the ‘within 99’ and ‘within 100’ effects are constant for $bb'$, which can be derived directly from Equation (3); for $aa'$ and $cc'$ the ‘within 99 effect’ decreases and the ‘within 100 effect’ increases, but the latter effect is almost negligible due to the small population share of the last centile. In general, the total redistributive effect is driven mostly by the ‘within 99 effect’, although the ‘between effect’ exceeds it for high values of $\ell$. Finally, the ‘interaction’ effect grows in the opposite direction as $\ell$ increases, so it smooths the increase of total redistribution.

Source: Own elaboration from 2011 Spanish PIT Return Sample provided by AEAT and IEF.
5 Concluding remarks

Throughout this paper we have developed a methodology to assess PIT reforms that shift part of the tax burden towards the top 1% income earners, keeping overall revenue constant. Based on the Kakwani (1977) decomposition of the Reynolds-Smolensky index, and using the decompositions by income groups by Lambert and Aronson (1993) and Alvaredo (2011), we have developed a theoretical framework that allow us to obtain conclusions in terms of redistribution on a set of linear tax reforms based on Pfähler (1984). We also illustrate the results with an empirical exercise using a Spanish PIT microdata sample. The main conclusions of this paper are the following:

(i) The overall redistribution of this type of tax reforms can be decomposed in a ‘between’ effect (that measures the pure effect of the shift) and a ‘within’ effect for each group (that measures how the distribution of tax changes within the group affects total redistribution). Depending on the way we make the decomposition there may be an additional ‘interaction term’.

(ii) In principle, the redistributive result of this linear tax reforms is ambiguous in redistributive terms, since there are positive effects (between and within for the ‘rich’) and negative effects (within for the ‘poor’ and interaction).

(iii) For three types of reforms based on Pfähler (1984) (which consist of allocating the tax changes proportionally to tax liabilities, net income or gross income) we show that the redistributive effect is always higher than before the reform.

(iv) The ranking among those three types of reform is ambiguous except when the population size of the rich group is sufficiently small (empirically verified for Spain when p = 1%). In this case the best option is allocating tax changes proportionally to net income, and the worst doing it proportionally to tax liabilities.

As explained in the introduction, the motivation of this paper was to shed light on the potential capacity to reduce income inequality through a tax increase on the highest income individuals. The main objective of our study has been to develop a theoretical framework for accurately analysing the underlying drivers of the redistributive effects of this kind of reforms. Nevertheless, there is still space for further research. In particular, as a second step we consider it crucial to extend our theoretical framework to incorporate behavioural responses to the tax changes proposed.

Finally, it cannot be ignored that the political economy of tax reforms has important implications for explaining the changes adopted in real-world tax systems (Diamond and Saez, 2011; Hettich et al., 2013). Although our paper is only focused on the distributional aspects, we think that further research should pay attention to the relationship between social preferences (presumably in favour of shifting part of the tax burden towards the top income taxpayers) and the willingness of governments to implement them in their tax reform agendas.6

---
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Table A.1: Results of the simulations for Spanish PIT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stylized</th>
<th></th>
<th>Tax burden shift (P)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>0.087495</td>
<td>0.087495</td>
<td>0.087495</td>
<td>0.087495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST-Τ</td>
<td>0.202389</td>
<td>0.212389</td>
<td>0.222389</td>
<td>0.232389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST-Τ-Τ</td>
<td>0.067691</td>
<td>0.065968</td>
<td>0.064244</td>
<td>0.062520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax rates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t100</td>
<td>0.128512</td>
<td>0.126901</td>
<td>0.12529</td>
<td>0.123679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t100</td>
<td>0.340089</td>
<td>0.356893</td>
<td>0.373697</td>
<td>0.390501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t100</td>
<td>0.147024</td>
<td>0.147024</td>
<td>0.147024</td>
<td>0.147024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G99</td>
<td>0.376595</td>
<td>0.376595</td>
<td>0.376595</td>
<td>0.376595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G100</td>
<td>0.355871</td>
<td>0.355871</td>
<td>0.355871</td>
<td>0.355871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G100</td>
<td>0.418015</td>
<td>0.418015</td>
<td>0.418015</td>
<td>0.418015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear PIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax liabilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G99</td>
<td>0.636066</td>
<td>0.636066</td>
<td>0.636066</td>
<td>0.636066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G100</td>
<td>0.434294</td>
<td>0.434294</td>
<td>0.434294</td>
<td>0.434294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G100</td>
<td>0.695528</td>
<td>0.699275</td>
<td>0.703021</td>
<td>0.706767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G99</td>
<td>0.338333</td>
<td>0.338882</td>
<td>0.339430</td>
<td>0.339975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G100</td>
<td>0.315454</td>
<td>0.312349</td>
<td>0.309077</td>
<td>0.305625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G100</td>
<td>0.370181</td>
<td>0.369536</td>
<td>0.368890</td>
<td>0.368245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.1.
### Table A.1 continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stylized tax</th>
<th></th>
<th>Tax burden shift ($\ell$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>bb'</strong> Tax liabilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{99}^b$</td>
<td>0.636066</td>
<td>0.638426</td>
<td>0.640810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{100}^b$</td>
<td>0.434294</td>
<td>0.428699</td>
<td>0.423607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_T^b$</td>
<td>0.695528</td>
<td>0.701036</td>
<td>0.706508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>bb'</strong> Net income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{99}^{y,T}$</td>
<td>0.338333</td>
<td>0.338333</td>
<td>0.338333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{100}^{y,T}$</td>
<td>0.315454</td>
<td>0.315454</td>
<td>0.315454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{T}^{y,T}$</td>
<td>0.370181</td>
<td>0.369030</td>
<td>0.367878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>cc'</strong> Tax liabilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{99}^c$</td>
<td>0.636066</td>
<td>0.638125</td>
<td>0.640208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{100}^c$</td>
<td>0.434294</td>
<td>0.430602</td>
<td>0.427241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_T^c$</td>
<td>0.695528</td>
<td>0.700814</td>
<td>0.706071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>cc'</strong> Net income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{99}^{y,T}$</td>
<td>0.338333</td>
<td>0.338404</td>
<td>0.338474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{100}^{y,T}$</td>
<td>0.315454</td>
<td>0.314398</td>
<td>0.313286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_T^{y,T}$</td>
<td>0.370181</td>
<td>0.369094</td>
<td>0.368007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* Own elaboration from 2011 Spanish PIT Return Sample provided by AEAT and IEF.
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